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ISV Deploys GO-Global to Web-enable Laboratory Application 

Infomed Selects GraphOn Solution for Instant and Secure Remote Access 

SANTA CRUZ, CA, USA – July 13, 2009 – GraphOn Corporation (OTCBB: GOJO.OB), a leading worldwide 
developer of application publishing and Web-enabling software solutions, today announced that Infomed C.S.,  
a leading independent software vendor (ISV) headquartered in Athens, Greece, has selected GraphOn’s  
GO-Global software to provide Web-enabled, thin-client access to its sLis software application, a Windows-
based information system for medical analysis laboratories. 

Favored by ISVs around the world, GO-Global is a fast, affordable, and secure application delivery solution that 
instantly provides thin-client or Web-enabled access to server-based Windows applications from any remote 
platform and operating system, including Mac OS X, UNIX, Linux, Windows, Windows Mobile, and Pocket PC. 
With GO-Global, there is no need for ISVs to modify existing applications for the Web or deploy complex 
infrastructure such as Microsoft Windows Terminal Server or Citrix. 

“GO-Global provides an easy, secure way for our customers to access their sLis installations from anywhere via 
a Web browser or thin client running on just about any device,” said Yannis Vassilakos, Sales Executive at 
Infomed. “We also evaluated Windows Terminal Server and Citrix, but found that GO-Global was easier to 
deploy, provided better performance and security, and was offered on a concurrent licensing model providing us 
with superior price/performance.” 

Due to the sensitive nature of healthcare information and laboratory analytical data, security features were of 
utmost concern to Infomed in the evaluation process. GO-Global provides highly secure transmissions using 
native server security, Secure Socket Layer (SSL) encryption, and proxy server tunneling. In addition, the 
application itself and critical data remain secure on the Windows server behind the firewall. Only the 
application’s user interface is transmitted to remote client devices. 

“Infomed is a well-established and successful software application provider with over 500 active installations 
throughout Greece, Cyprus, Serbia, and the U.K.,” said Tom Castanzo, GraphOn Regional Manager – 
EMEA/Australasia. “We look forward to a strong and mutually-rewarding partnership.” 

GraphOn continues to expand its global presence, marketing GO-Global through a worldwide channel to ISVs, 
small- to medium-sized companies, and departments within larger enterprises. Incorporating advanced server-
centric technology, its patented RXP protocol, and near-zero-footprint thin clients, GO-Global eliminates the 
time, money, and effort normally required to re-engineer applications for the Web. 

About Infomed 
Infomed C.S. was established in 1993 by a team of healthcare IT professionals. Today the company is a leading 
supplier of laboratory information and management software systems, as well as radiology information systems. 
For more information, call +30.2107568258 or visit www.infomed.gr. 
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About GraphOn  
GraphOn Corporation is a publicly-traded company headquartered in Santa Cruz, California. For over two 
decades, GraphOn has been an innovator of cost-effective, advanced solutions that help customers access 
applications from anywhere. GraphOn’s high-performance software provides fast remote access, cross-platform 
connectivity, and a centralized architecture that delivers a dramatically lower cost of ownership. The company’s 
solutions run under Microsoft (MSFT) Windows, Linux and UNIX, including Sun (JAVA) Solaris, IBM AIX, 
Hewlett-Packard (HPQ) HP-UX, and others. For more information, call 1.800.GRAPHON in the USA,  
+44.1344.206549 in Europe, or visit www.graphon.com 

This press release contains statements that are forward looking as that term is defined by the United States Private Securities Litigation 
Reform Act of 1995. These statements are based on current expectations that are subject to risks and uncertainties. Actual results will differ 
due to factors such as shifts in customer demand, product shipment schedules, product mix, competitive products and pricing, technological 
shifts and other variables. Readers are referred to GraphOn's most recent periodic and other reports filed with the Securities and Exchange 
Commission.  

GraphOn and GO-Global are registered trademarks of GraphOn Corp. All other trademarks belong to their respective owners. 
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